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Abstract
Software defect detection research typically focuses on individual inspection and
testing techniques. However, to be effective in applying defect detection techniques,
it is important to recognize when to use inspection techniques and when to use
testing techniques. In addition, it is important to know when to deliver a product
and use maintenance activities, such as trouble shooting and bug fixing, to address
the remaining defects in the software.
To be more effective detecting software defects, not only should defect detection
techniques be studied and compared, but the entire software defect detection process
should be studied to give us a better idea of how it can be conducted, controlled,
evaluated and improved.
This thesis presents a self-evolving software defect detection process (SEDD) that
provides a systematic approach to software defect detection and guides us as to when
inspection, testing or maintenance activities are best performed. The approach is
self-evolving in that it is continuously improved by assessing the outcome of the
defect detection techniques in comparison with historical data.
A software architecture and prototype implementation of the approach is also
presented along with a case study that was conducted to validate the approach.
Initial results of using the self-evolving defect detection approach are promising.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Software defect detection is an important part of software development. The
quality, the schedule, and the cost of a software product depend heavily on the
software defect detection process. In the development of software systems, 40% or
more of the project time is spent on defect detection activities [1, 4, 7, 20], such as,
inspection, testing, and maintenance. In this dissertation, maintenance means the
defect detection activities after software release, which include trouble shooting and
bug fixing.
Software defect detection research has proposed new inspection and testing meth-
ods, and has studied and compared different inspection and testing methods. How-
ever, most of the research has focused on a single inspection or testing technique. At
most, different inspection or testing techniques were compared to determine which
one detected more defects. To be more efficient in this area, not only the study of a
defect detection technique itself is necessary, but also more emphasis should be put
on the defect detection process in which these techniques are applied. How can we
get more from the defect detection process by a meaningful selection and combina-
tion of the available defect detection methods? How can we assess and improve the
software defect detection process? To a large extent, these questions are still open.
Since there is no general advice on how to conduct the software defect detection pro-
cess, many medium and small software organizations apply some techniques based
on personal preference and never use the other useful techniques at all. For example,
testing may be used to the exclusion of inspection.
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1.1 Motivation and Thesis Goals
This dissertation presents a self-evolving software defect detection (SEDD) model,
and a prototype based on popular software process improvement models, such as
the Capability Maturity Model [55], SPICE [19] and Bootstrap [31, 41, 66]. A
process in these models is composed of a number of generic and base practices. The
Generic practices would likely include: establish a defined process and measure the
process results. The base practices of a testing process would likely include defect
classification and defect detection.
SEDD helps improve the defect detection process by facilitating defect detection
technique selection and assessing defect detection results. Defect detection technique
selection is facilitated by defining the base practices of the defect detection process,
and defining each base practice’s entry criteria (the criteria that must be met before
a practice can be applied) and exit criteria (the criteria that must be met before a
practice is considered complete). SEDD helps assess the defect detection process by
providing an in-process feedback mechanism using historical data and data collected
during the defect detection process. The model also provides improvement func-
tionality by referencing the experience base to provide information on which action
should be taken.
Another important aspect of the SEDD is its self-evolving feature. This means the
model starts simple; at first, its defect classification scheme, its defect database, and
its experience base should be as simple as possible, and the base practices should be
as few as possible so that SEDD is easy to apply. The in-process evaluation function
continuously improves the model in three ways: (1) by adding important elements
and dropping the unimportant elements from the defect classification scheme; (2)
by adjusting its entry criteria and exit criteria for the base practices; and, (3) by
enriching and consolidating its experience base to better fit the requirement of an
organization, department, or a project.
This model can help the software development team to answer the following
questions: Which defect detection technique should be used at a specific stage? How
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well does the defect detection process work? What is the strength of the current
software defect detection process? Where is the weakness of the current software
defect detection process? What needs to be done to improve the defect detection
process?
The motivation of this thesis is to present a self-evolving software defect detection
process model that provides a mechanism to combine defect detection techniques, to
assess the previous and current defect detection practice, and to adjust and improve
the defect detection process. In particular, the goals of this research are:
• To propose a systematic approach to the software defect detection process.
• To present a self-evolving software defect detection process model based on the
proposed systematic approach.
• To build a prototype for a self-evolving software defect detection control system
based on the model.
• To perform a case study to evaluate the new approach.
1.2 Thesis Overview
This research presents a model for a self-evolving software defect detection process
that uses inspection, testing, and maintenance in combination, instead of in isolation,
to achieve better results. This approach enables us to conduct and control the
defect detection process better by establishing and refining entrance criteria and
exit criteria. This approach also can help us evaluate the software defect detection
process by analyzing the defects from the process and their comparison with historical
data. This approach provides a self-evolving mechanism as well, by identifying the
weak points in the current process and improving it accordingly.
The first part of the thesis describes the new approach. This new approach aims
to help us get more from the defect detection process through a meaningful selection
and combination of the available defect detection methods. In this part, different
3
software defect detection techniques are studied and classified. Special attention is
paid to the fact that each technique is good at detecting some specific types of defects.
It is importing not to decide which technique can detect more defects than the others,
but how can these techniques be put together and how can they complement each
other so that a better overall cost-effectiveness can be achieved.
To achieve the goals set by the new approach, a model is presented for the
software defect detection process. This model contains the necessary components
and mechanisms that enable us to decide when to apply inspection and when to
apply testing by defining the entry criteria and exit criteria for each base practice.
It also helps us to assess the previous and current software defect detection activity
through the in-process feedback mechanism using the defect data collected during
the process, and helps us to adjust and improve the process using the historical data
in the experience database.
Based on the model, a prototype for the self-evolving defect detection process
control system is built to demonstrate the feasibility of the new approach in the
software industry. The structure and main functions of the system are discussed, the
design and implementation considerations are addressed, the technologies used are
covered, and the results are discussed.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the
background for the study and reviews the related work. Chapter 3 describes the new
approach to the software defect detection process. Chapter 4 presents the model
built to demonstrate the applicability of the new approach: section 4.1 defines the
major components of the framework, and section 4.2 defines the functionalities of
the components and the relationship between these components. In Chapter 5, a
prototype was built for the new approach. A case study was conducted and is
described in Chapter 6 to evaluate the new approach. Chapter 7 summarizes the
dissertation and proposes future work.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Because of the vital role it plays in software product development, software defect
detection has stimulated research interest for decades. New software defect detection
methodologies have been introduced to provide more effective and less costly tech-
niques. This chapter first provides some background into software defects, software
defect detection techniques, defect detection classification schemes, software process
improvement models, the testing maturity model, and defect detection classifica-
tion. Then it reviews previous studies on two of the most common software defect
detection activities: inspection and testing.
2.1 Definitions and Terminology
2.1.1 Software Product
A software product is any artifact created as part of creating and maintaining soft-
ware, including computer programs, plans, procedures, and associated documenta-
tion and data [55].
2.1.2 Software Process
A software process is a set of activities, methods, practices, and transformations that
people use to develop and maintain software products [38].
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2.1.3 Software Defects
A software defect is any flaw or imperfection in a software product, including both
code and documentation.
2.1.4 Maintenance
Software maintenance is the activity required to keep the software system functioning
properly or to add enhancements after software release.
2.1.5 Software Defect Detection
Software defect detection is the process of discovering software defects, commonly,
it includes these activities: inspection, testing, and maintenance.
2.1.6 Software Defect Detection Effectiveness
Software defect detection effectiveness is the percentage or ratio of the number of the
defects detected to the number of all the defects contained in a software product.
2.1.7 Software Defect Detection Efficiency
Software defect detection efficiency refers to the number of defects detected in a time
unit (per day or per hour).
2.1.8 Entry Criteria
Entry criteria are the predefined requirements that must be met for an activity
to start [21]. For example, for a testing process to commence, the tester must be
available, the code to be tested must be implemented, the test cases must be built,
and the test environment must be set up.
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2.1.9 Exit Criteria
Exit criteria are the predefined conditions used to verify that an activity completes.
For example, when testing software, a test requirement is created to verify the soft-
ware meets operational requirements. This test requirement sets the conditions nec-
essary for the testing process to be considered complete. For example, one of the
exit criteria for testing could be that the defect removal ratio should be higher than
90%.
2.1.10 Base Practice
A base practice is a key practice in either a software engineering or management
activity. For example, the base practices of the testing process include entry criteria
checking, defect detection technique selecting, executing, defect gathering, defect
classification, defect analyzing, and exit criteria checking.
2.2 Defect Classification Schemes
Since 1975, a number of classification schemes have been developed by different
organizations, such as HP and IBM, to classify software defects and to identify
common causes for defects in order to determine corrective action.
2.2.1 Hewlett-Packard - “Company-Wide Software Metrics”
Hewlett-Packard[29, 30] classifies defects from three perspectives in three steps (cf.
Figure 2.1): (1) identifying where the defect occurred (e.g., in the design or the code);
(2) finding out what was wrong (e.g., the data definition or the logic description may
be incorrect); and, (3) specifying why it was wrong, missing or incorrect.
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Figure 2.1: HP Classification Scheme (adapted from [29])
2.2.2 The IBM Orthogonal Defect Classification Scheme
The IBM Orthogonal Defect Classification (ODC) was originally described in the
paper by Chillarege et al. in 1992 [12]. As described by Chillarege, the goal of ODC
is to provide a scheme to capture the key attributes of defects so that mathematical
analysis is possible. The software development process is evaluated based on the
data analysis. According to ODC, the defect attributes that need to be captured
include: defect trigger, defect type, and defect qualifier. The “defect type” attribute
describes the actual correction that was made. For example, if the fix to a defect
involves interactions between two classes or methods, it is an interface defect. The
“defect trigger” attribute represents the condition that leads the defect to surface.
For example, if the tester found the defect by executing two units of code in sequence,
the defect trigger is “Test sequencing”. “The defect qualifier” indicates whether the
defect is caused by a missing or wrong element.
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2.3 Software Inspection
2.3.1 Definition
There is more than one definition for Software Inspection; some of the well accepted
definitions are:
• “An inspection is a static analysis technique that relies on visual examination
of work products to detect defects, violations of development standards, and
other problems” [38].
• “An inspection is a formal review of a work product by the work product owner
and a team of peers looking for errors, omissions, inconsistencies, and areas of
confusion in the work product” [65].
• Fagan Inspection [22] refers to inspection as a structured process of finding
defects in specifications, design documents, and code during the software de-
velopment process.
From the above definitions, we can see that inspection refers to a structured
peer review of a software product to look for defects using a well defined process.
Inspections can be used at every level of the software development process to review
requirements, designs, code, and even test cases.
2.3.2 Roles in software inspection
In realizing that software architects/developers are often blind to the defects in their
own work and the inefficiency of informal review, Fagan [22] proposed the use of
formal inspections which are conducted in a rigorous process by a group of people
each with a specific role. The different roles within the inspection process [22]:
• Designer: the author of the design document.
• Coder: the programmer who implemented the design with code.
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• Tester: the person who wrote the test case or the person who did the testing.
• Moderator: the person who leads and manages the inspection.
• Meeting logger: the person who documents the meeting minutes.
2.3.3 Inspection process
The inspection process consists of the following operations, which are all needed for
effective inspections [22, 18]:
Planning
• Preparation of materials to be inspected
• Selection of inspection participants
• Scheduling of inspection meeting (include the time and the place)
Overview
• The introduction of the product to be inspected to the participants by the
designer.
• Assignment of roles
Preparation
• The work that the participants do to help them get familiar with the product
to be inspected and prepare themselves for their roles
Inspection
• The participants read through the document/code to uncover the defects
Rework
• The work performed by the author to resolve the defects found by the partici-
pants during the inspection phase.
Follow-up
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• The phase in which the moderator verifies that all defects found in the inspec-
tion phase are fixed and no new defects are inserted in the rework phase. It
is important that all defects are corrected as early as possible, as the costs of
fixing them in a later phase of the project have been shown to be 10 to 100
times higher.
2.3.4 Inspection Techniques
Since Fagan introduced inspection into the software development process, many in-
spection techniques have been developed. Among them are the following:
Fagan’s Software Inspection
To improve the defect detection and removal efficiency, Fagan [22] defines software
inspection to be a rigorous review. Fagan’s inspection has a predefined process
which includes: overview, preparation, inspection, rework, and follow-up. Also, with
Fagan’s inspection, each participant has a predefined role: designer, coder, tester,
and moderator, and meeting logger. As well, Fagan’s inspection is meeting-oriented.
Peer Reviews
Typically, people are blind to their own mistakes and do not like their mistakes to be
known by a person at a higher level in their organization. Based on this observation,
peer review was introduced. In a peer review, the software artifact is reviewed by one
or more colleagues at the same level in the organization as the designer/developer.
Formal Reviews
Considering that the ordinary inspection techniques may not be rigorous enough
to be effective, formal reviews were proposed by Weinberg and Freeman [25]. In
a formal review, the review standards are given to the reviewer and the reviewer
should have a clear idea on what to review and how to review the software artifact.
After review, a structured report is developed describing the result of the review.
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FTArm
To overcome the shortcomings of the formal technical review, such as: signifi-
cant expense, clerical overhead, group process obstacles, and research methodology
problems, Johnson [35] proposed FTArm (Formal Technical Asynchronous review
method) to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of conventional formal technical
reviews with parallel activity and computer support. This technique is composed
of six phases: setup, orientation, private review, public review, consolidation, and
group review.
N-fold Inspection
N-fold inspection was proposed by Schneider et al. [63] based on the hypothesis
that N separate inspection teams do not significantly duplicate each others’ efforts,
so that the total number of faults detected will be much higher than the number
found by any one team during a single inspection. In their controlled experiment,
they carried out nine formal inspections of a document in parallel and the result
confirmed earlier conclusions that the N-fold inspection method is more effective
than a single inspection.
Two-person Inspection
Bisant and Lyle [6] investigated the effect of a two-person inspection method on
programmer productivity. The two-person inspection advantage is that it is less
costly than the conventional Fagan’s inspection since it only involves two people,
the author and one reviewer. This two-person method could have its application in
those environments where access to larger team resources is not available.
Phased Inspection
Considering that most of the inspection techniques are not formal enough to be
dependable, Knight[40] proposed a new review method, Phased Inspection. With
phased inspection, the inspection process is divided into several parts (phases) and
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each phase focuses on a specific aspect. Phased inspection is developed to bring
more formality, reliability, and repeatability into an inspection process.
2.4 Testing
Software testing is a process to verify the correctness, completeness, and quality of a
software product. Testing verifies a software product dynamically by executing the
product in its working environment, while inspection checks it statically.
2.4.1 Testing strategies
To make testing both more effective and efficient, it has to be conducted in a strategic
way. The most common used approaches are bottom-up and top-down.
Bottom-up. Bottom-up starts with the smallest components, units, which might
be a method or a class. Each of the units is tested individually. After unit testing,
module testing is performed. A module is a collection of units, for instance a class.
After module testing is sub-system testing, in which sets of modules are integrated
into a sub-system and tested together. Interfaces defects are often discovered when
sub-system testing is performed. Sub-systems are integrated together to validate
that all the whole system performs correctly.
Top-down. The top-down approach is the opposite of the bottom-up method.
With this approach, the top level modules are developed and tested first, and then
testing continues with the lower levels. Top-down testing can be performed in two
ways: breadth first or depth first. Depth first means starting at the top level and
then following a path all the way down to the bottom, one level at a time. Breadth
first means starting at the top level and after developing and testing all the units at
this level and then moving down to the next level.
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2.4.2 Testing techniques
As a primary and basic software verification and validation approach, Software test-
ing has always attracted numerous researchers since Turing [70] published his paper
on “checking a large routine” in 1950. Although numerous types of testing have
been defined, they mainly can be grouped into two categories: black-box testing and
white-box testing.
Black-box testing
Black-box testing focuses on the functional requirements of the software product
from a user’s perspective. So it is most used in functional testing phase. Black-
box testing enables the tester to find missing or incorrect functions, interface errors,
performance issues, setup and exit problems without knowing the internal detail of
the software product.
There are three common black-box methods often used for function-based tests
[39]: equivalence partitioning, boundary value analysis and error guessing.
• Equivalence partitioning: Equivalence partitioning divides the input (some-
times even output, although it is rare) into sections. One value from each
section is chosen and used as a representative of the whole section for testing.
As described in [54], equivalence class partitioning can be quite a systematic
approach to black-box testing.
• Boundary values analysis: Boundary values analysis focuses on checking
the lower and upper limits of each section [54]. Since the boundaries of input
sections are the areas where developers are prone to making errors, boundary
values analysis helps detect any defect at these boundaries.
• Error guessing: Error guessing is a technique used by an experienced tester
to generate test cases based on the tester’s intuition and experience. With their
knowledge of the error-prone areas and the types of faults to expect, testers
design test cases specifically to expose defects.
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White-box testing
The goal of white-box testing of source code is to identify infinite loops, missing
paths [23], and dead code.
White-box testing requires knowledge of the internal details of the code to be
tested, its structure and its logic. It is most often used in unit testing. With white-
box testing, the software engineer can verify the code by coverage, path, or condition
testing. Four basic forms of logic coverage when applying white-box testing are [45]:
• Statement coverage. Statement coverage requires that each statement be
executed at least once.
• Decision coverage (branch). Decision coverage [54] requires each decision
(e.g. If statement, While loop statement) be evaluated with both “True” and
“False” at least once.
• Condition coverage. Condition coverage [54] requires that all atomic boolean
conditions in combined expressions to be evaluated with both “True” and
“False” values at least once
• Path coverage. Path coverage [5], [13], [47]-[49] requires that each possible
combination of branches from the entry of a method to the exit be executed
at least once.
2.4.3 Types of testing
The types of testing include the following:
Unit testing: Unit testing is the lowest level test. It is a procedure to verify
that a single component of source code is working properly.
Integration testing: Integration testing combines two or more units as groups
to test the interfaces between them and to verify that they are compatible with each
other. While unit testing focuses on the behavior of a single unit, integration testing
assure the communication between different units works properly.
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System testing: System testing is the highest level of testing. It tests the
functionalities of the entire system and verifies a system’s compliance with its spec-
ified requirements. System testing focuses on synchronization and timing errors,
volume/load/stress problems, shared resource conflicts, and security problems.
Acceptance testing: Acceptance testing is the test performed by the end users
to validate whether the system satisfies their requirements. Based on the testing
results, the users decide whether or not they will accept the system.
2.5 Comparison of Different Defect Detection Tech-
niques
In the past three decades, there have been numerous publications on software defect
detection techniques, and most of them address a single defect detection technique.
In recent years, there has been research comparing different defect detection tech-
niques. However, the number of these kind of studies is quite small, and the focus
of the research is usually situated in the comparison of closely related techniques:
such as Porter and Votta’s [59] study on comparison of different reading techniques;
Macdonald, F. and J. Miller’s [44] study on “tool-based and paper-based software
inspection.”; and Hetzel[32] and Myers’s[53] study on comparison of: black-box test-
ing, white-box testing, and individual code reading. This section reviews previous
studies that compare different defect detection techniques.
2.5.1 Comparison of Different Inspection Techniques
The three most commonly used inspection techniques are: ad hoc reading, checklist-
based reading, and scenario-based reading. Ad hoc reading provides no instructions
on how to read, and is fully dependent on an inspector’s personal preference and
experience [57]. Checklist-based reading provides inspectors with a list of questions
to be answered [22, 21, 1, 33, 68, 28]. Similar to ad hoc reading, checklist-based
reading leaves inspectors to decided how to check the items on the list. Although
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it supports inspectors better than ad hoc reading, checklist-based reading has three
serious weaknesses. First, the questions on a list are from previous projects, the
literature, or other organizations, and quite often they are too general and not suf-
ficiently tailored to the document under review. Second, every inspector uses the
same checklist and is expected to answer all the questions on the list. Quite often a
person who is an expert in one area may not have much knowledge in another area,
so it is unrealistic to expect an inspector to give proper answers to all the questions
which cover different areas of the system. Third, inspectors concentrate on the types
of defects on the list, without considering the types of defects not listed on the list.
More recently, scenario-based reading [57, 2] was introduced to address the above
shortcomings. Scenario-based reading uses scenarios to describe how to read and
what to look for. A scenario denotes a procedure that a inspector should follow. For
example, for an e-business company, a scenario built from the end users’ perspective
could be: check if the response time is acceptable, check if the web pages are attrac-
tive, check if it is easy to find a specific item, and check if it is convenient to pay. So
far, two different types of scenario-based reading have been proposed: perspective-
based reading and defect-based reading. Perspective-based reading proposes that a
software product should be inspected from the perspective of different stakeholders
[3, 42]. Defect-based Reading is for different inspectors to focus on different defect
classes (such as backward compatibility or document consistency) while reading a
requirements document [60, 51]. With this approach, a scenario is created for de-
tecting a particular type of defect, which directs inspectors to detect corresponding
types of defects.
To evaluate which of these techniques is more effective, various experiments have
been performed. The result of this research has not reached a consensus. Some
experiments showed that scenario-based reading (SBR) is more effective than other
reading techniques. For example, Basili et al. performed an experiment with pro-
fessional software developers from the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion / Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA/GSFC) [3]. The results showed that
the scenario-based reading technique, perspective-based reading, was more effec-
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tive than other reading techniques. Their conclusions were supported by several
experiments [58, 14, 56, 4, 43, 69]. However, the results from other experiments
[16, 17, 26, 51, 62, 61] contradict Basili’s findings. Some experiments found that
checklist-based reading is more effective, some experiments found that there is no
significant difference between the reading techniques, and some experiments even
found ad hoc reading is more efficient.
The rest of this section reviews the research comparing defect detection inspection
techniques.
Porter, Votta, and Basili
Considering that two of the most commonly used inspection techniques, ad hoc
reading and checklist-based reading, are not systematic, and the reviewers have to
read a whole document to uncover all types of defects with no guideline on how
to proceed, Porter, Votta, and Basili [60] theorized that scenario-based reading will
perform better results if each reviewer used specific techniques to search for specific
types of defects. They evaluated this hypothesis with forty eight graduate students
in computer science. These student were grouped into sixteen teams and each team
used some combination of ad hoc, checklist or scenario methods. The experimental
results are:
• Overall, the scenario-based reading uncovered more defects than either ad hoc
reading or checklist-based reading.
• Scenario reviewers were especially effective at detecting the type(s) of defects
for which their scenarios were created, and were not as effective as ad hoc or
checklist-based at detecting other types of defects.
• There was no difference between checklist-based reading and ad hoc reading
with respect to effectiveness.
• Contrary to Fagan’s finding, collection meetings had no effect on the defect
detection rate.
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Basili et al.
To evaluate the effectiveness of Perspective Based Reading (PBR), Basili et al. [3]
conducted a controlled experiment with professional software developers from the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration / Goddard Space Flight Center
(NASA/GSFC) Software Engineering Laboratory (SEL). The subjects read two types
of documents, one generic in nature and the other from the NASA domain, using two
reading techniques, a PBR technique and their usual technique. The results from
these experiments are:
• With respect to the overall performance of a team, perspective-based reading
had significantly better coverage of both generic and NASA specific documents.
• With respect to the performance of individuals, perspective-based reading un-
covered about the same amount of defects as the others techniques in NASA
specific documents, but performed significantly better on generic documents.
From the above results, we can see that the performance of PBR and ad hoc
varied with types of documents.
Ciolkowski, Differding, Laitenberger, and Munch
Ciolkowski et al. [14] conducted a replication of Basili’s experiment within an aca-
demic environment to validate the original results from NASA/Goddard Space Flight
Center. The results are:
• Perspective-Based Reading was more effective than ad hoc reading for both
individual and team.
• There is no significant difference between the team of programmers and the
team of students.
Fusaro, Lanubile, and Visaggio.
Fusaro et al. [26] replicated the experiments of Porter, Votta, and Basili with two
runs of a controlled experiment with over one hundred undergraduate students taking
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a software inspection course. In their experiments, they compared perspective-based
reading with ad hoc reading and checklist-based Reading in the context of both in-
dividual and team. They also analyzed the effects of combining different or identical
perspectives. The reviewers used the same requirements documents and followed
the same procedure as the previous studies. The students reviewed the documents
by either applying an unsystematic reading technique (ad hoc in the first run and
checklist in the second run) or a systematic reading technique (PBR). The findings
from their experiment are the following:
• The inspection teams applying PBR found the same ratio of defects as the
inspection teams applying ad hoc or checklist-reading.
• Individuals using PBR technique found a smaller percentage of defects than
individuals using ad hoc reading technique.
• There was no difference between individuals using the PBR technique and
individuals using the checklist technique.
• The teams where each member has an identical role uncovered the same per-
centage of defects as the teams where each member has a different role.
Sandahl, Blomkvist, Karlsson, Krysander, Lindvall, and Ohlsson.
Sandahl et al [62] conducted an experiment that was a replication of the Porter,
Votta, and Basili experiment comparing the defect-based reading scenario method
and the checklist-based reading method in the same context. The reviewers were
undergraduate students and the document under review was a requirements spec-
ification. The result of their replication experiment was contrary to the original
experiment:
• DBR reviewers did not have significantly higher defect detection rates than
checklist reviewers.
This finding is in accordance with a replicated experiment conducted by Fusaro,
Lanubile and Visaggio [26], but is contradictory to the original experiment [60].
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Miller.
Miller et al. [51] replicated the experiment performed by Porter [59] comparing
Defect Based Reading technique and the checklist-based technique. Their experiment
used the same documents as Porter’s, WLMS and CRUISE and the results are:
• DBR was not more effective than checklist in the WLMS document.
• DBR was not more effective than checklist in the CRUISE document.
The above results are ambiguous, but on balance are generally supportive of the
results in the original experiment.
Halling, Biffl, Grechenig.
Halling et al. [50] performed a large-scale experiment in an academic environment.
The experiment evaluated the effectiveness of defect detection for inspectors who use
a checklist or scenarios at both an individual and a team level. Two of their findings
are:
• The checklist significantly outperformed the scenarios on an individual level.
• The scenarios were more effective regarding their target focus.
Halling’s findings show that checklist and scenarios both have different strong
areas.
2.5.2 Comparison of Different Testing Techniques
The research on the comparison of testing technique traces back to as early as three
decades ago. In 1976, Hazel [32] designed and conducted a controlled experiment in
order to analyze three basic verification methods: reading, specification testing (func-
tional testing), and selective testing (a variation of structural testing). In Hazel’s
experiment, 39 subjects verified three structured PL/I programs in sessions. In each
session, the subjects checked one of the programs using one of the three techniques.
His main findings were:
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• The subject did not find as many defects using reading as using the other two
techniques.
• Functional testing and structural testing were equally effective.
• On the average, only little more than half of the errors were found.
• It is not possible to find all the defects in a product by using only one technique.
This work was replicated by Myers [53]; he performed a study on the comparison
of the three defect-detection techniques: reading, functional testing, and structural
testing with respect to their effectiveness and efficiency at detecting defects. The
experiment employed 59 experienced professional programmers to test a small PL/I
program. The results show:
• The techniques were not different in the number of defects they detected; read-
ing was as effective as the other two computer-based methods in finding errors.
• Code reading was less cost-effective than the others.
• All pairing of techniques were superior to single techniques.
• The number of defects found varied dramatically from person to person.
• The types of defects found varied dramatically from method to method.
With the motivation to improve and better understand defect detection tech-
niques, Basili and Selby [4] conducted a study to characterize and evaluate these
three techniques. The 74 subjects (some are students and the others are professional
programmers) tested four unit-size programs and the results of the experiments were:
• Code reading uncovered more defects than other techniques.
• The performance of these three techniques varied with software type.
Selby [64] compared the six pair-wise combinations of three common testing
strategies – code reading by stepwise abstraction, functional testing using equiv-
alence partitioning and boundary value analysis, and structural testing with 100%
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statement coverage criteria – among themselves and versus the individual techniques.
The major results of the study are the following:
• The combined testing strategies uncovered significantly more defects than did
the single techniques.
• The combinations of two code readers or one code reader and one functional
tester uncovered the highest rate of defects.
• The expertise level of a tester gave a statistically significant result; senior
testers detected more defects than junior testers.
• Both the effectiveness and the efficiency of a test technique depended on the
type of software under being tested.
Kamsties and Lott [36] extended the design and techniques originally used by
Basili and Selby and replicated the Basili and Selby experiment twice. They found:
• These three testing techniques were similarly effective in detecting defects.
• The code reading and the functional testing isolated approximately the same
percentage of faults, with the structural testing performing less well.
• Functional testing identified the existence of defects quicker than code reading,
but required more time to locate the defect than code reading.
• Overall functional testing was more efficient than code reading.
The results from previous research show that there is not a specific inspection or
test technique that is more effective than the others in general. Instead, a technique
that performs better in one experiment may be inferior in another experiment. So the
findings from previous research demonstrate the necessity of combining the different
techniques to achieve better overall results.
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2.6 Limitations of Current Research on Software
Defect Detection
From the above review of controlled experiments, one may draw the conclusion that
there is neither a consensus conclusion on the comparison of different inspection
techniques, nor a consensus result on the different testing techniques. In other words,
there is no clear, consistent evidence that one defect-detection technique is better
(more effective or more efficient) than the others when used independently. The
different, even contradictory results, from the experiments could be caused by the
limitations of the previous research on software defect detection:
• Their experiments were conducted in different contexts: different documents/programs,
different types of defect detection, different checklists/scenarios, different in-
spectors/testers, different experiences and different familiarity with the docu-
ments/programs. So the conclusions they drew may only apply to their specific
experimental environment and are not general enough to be applied to other
research environments, let alone to the information technology industry.
• The research focused on the comparison of similar techniques, such as different
inspection techniques: ad hoc reading, checklist reading and perspective-based
reading; or different testing techniques: functional testing and structural test-
ing. They treated the different techniques as rivals, rather than complementary
to each other.
• The research concentrated on a specific phase of the defect-detection process.
They treated inspection and testing in isolation, rather than by treating the
defect detection process (including inspection, testing, and maintenance) as a
whole. Their research was centered only on evaluating which reading technique
was more effective at the inspection stage, without evaluating which one is
more effective when combined with testing. Similarly, they only evaluated
which testing technique detected more defects than others at the testing stage,
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failing to consider which testing technique is better than others when it is
applied with inspection.
• Most of the previous work only considered the effectiveness of different defect-
detection techniques when doing a comparison, without taking efficiency into
account.
• Previous work used the number of defects that a defect-detection technique
detected as the gauge to decide which technique is better than others, without
incorporating the severity of the defects and the cost to fix the defect, if it is
not detected.
2.7 A Different Approach from Current Research
In an effort to overcome the above weaknesses, this thesis takes a different approach
to the study of software defect detection. Compared with the current research, this
approach has the following aspects:
• Instead of trying to draw a conclusion on which defect-detection technique is
better than others based on an experiment conducted in a specific environ-
ment, this thesis presents a model by which both the different defect detection
techniques and the entire defect-detection process can be evaluated.
• The model is intended to be general enough to be applied to different organi-
zations.
• The model can be tailored to suit the different requirements of an organization.
• The model evaluates the different defect-detection techniques in the context of
the entire defect-detection process, including inspection, testing, and mainte-
nance.
• The model evaluates the different defect-detection techniques not only based
on the defect-detection effectiveness, but also the efficiency, and the risk of
failing to detect the defect.
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The next chapter will present a model expanding on these aspects.
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Chapter 3
THE SELF-EVOLVING DEFECT DETEC-
TION PROCESS(SEDD)
This chapter describes a new approach to software defect detection to better
conduct, control, evaluate, and improve the defect detection process. The necessity
of a new approach and the rationale behind the approach are discussed in Section 3.1
through Section 3.3. After discussing the controlling of the software defect detection
process in the second part of Section 3.3 and defect classification schemes in Section
3.4, the evaluation mechanism of the new approach is introduced in Section 3.5 and
Section 3.6. Finally, the improvement mechanism of the new approach is presented
in Section 3.7 and Section 3.8.
3.1 The Systematic Approach to Software Defect
Detection
The software development process is made up of a number of activities: analysis,
design, development, testing, and maintenance. Although the main activities in these
phases are different from each other, there are internal relationships among them.
These activities should not be treated in isolation and should not be limited to a
specific phase. This is especially true with software defect detection. It is not and
should not be limited to testing, and instead, it is an activity that should be carried
out through the entire software system life cycle. Although in different phases the
activities of software defect detection are given different names: inspection, testing,
or maintenance; intrinsically they are the same thing under a different name. So to
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improve software defect detection, all of the three activities: inspection, testing, and
maintenance, should be addressed as a whole.
3.2 The Necessity of a New Approach
From the review of the related work in the last chapter, we can see that most of the
current research treats inspection and testing in isolation, with some solely focusing
on inspection and others solely focusing on testing. Although some research relates to
both inspection and testing, they treat these two as rivals, rather than complements
of each other. They compared different types of inspection and testing, and tried to
draw a conclusion on which one is more effective than the other. As well, the third
essential defect detection technique, maintenance, was ignored by the research. As a
result, the research fails to realize the relationship between inspection, testing, and
maintenance, and fails to give guidance on controlling, evaluating, or improving the
defect detection process.
3.3 The Rationale of Applying More Than One
Defect Detection Technique in Combination
From the review of the related work in Chapter 2, the following conclusions can be
drawn:
• It is impossible to detect all the defects in a product by applying only one kind
of defect detection technique.
• It is impractical to apply inspection to the extent that all the defects which
could be detected by inspection are detected before moving to the testing stage.
So the art of controlling the defect detection process is to decide which kinds of
defects should be detected by inspection, which types of defects should be detected
by testing, which types of defects should be (or have to be) left to maintenance,
when to apply inspection, and when to apply testing.
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Figure 3.1: Defect Detection Techniques’ Coverage of Defect Types
To answer these questions, a more systematic approach should be adapted. In-
stead of considering only part of the process separately, we should address the soft-
ware defect detection process as a whole by combining inspection, testing, and main-
tenance.
As we know, of all the types of defects contained in a software product, some
can only be detected by inspection (e.g., design conformance defects and algorithm
defects); some can only be detected by testing, (e.g., timing and serialization defects),
some can only (or have to) be detected by maintenance after release (e.g., some of
the rare/ abnormal situation handling defects), while other defects can be detected
by either inspection, testing, or maintenance (cf. Figure 3.1). For those types of
defects that can be detected by more than one defect detection technique, we need
to find out which technique is more efficient. Therefore, in software defect detection,
it is not as important to find out which technique is more effective as it is to find out
the best way to combine inspection, testing, and maintenance to conduct the defect
detection process most effectively and most efficiently. In other words, we want to
achieve a better coverage with less cost.
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Figure 3.2: The Integrated Approach to Defect Detection
To achieve the goal of the best coverage with least cost, an integrated approach
(Figure 3.2) should be used so that each technique is used in the area in which the
technique performs better than the others. To further benefit from the integrated
approach, a self-evolving mechanism can be incorporated to evaluate and improve
the techniques. On one hand, by analyzing the defect data collected during the
inspection, it is possible to provide a guideline to testing. On the other hand, by
analyzing the defect data (the defects which are detected by testing but should have
been detected by inspection), it is possible to evaluate inspection and give feedback
on improving inspection.
Including maintenance as part of the software defect detection process allows for
the defect data obtained during maintenance to be used to evaluate and improve
inspection and testing. If the defect type distribution for maintenance differs greatly
from the defect type distribution during inspection or testing, then it indicates that
the inspection or test process is not focusing on the correct types of defects. Instead
of using defect information from maintenance, some research uses defect seeding,
which is costly and difficult to implement. Defect seeding is an approach attempting
to estimate the size of the defect population and the effectiveness of defect detection
techniques by deliberately introducing defects into a system.
3.3.1 Software Defect Detection Process Controlling
Software development teams face diverse, even contradictory, requirements; such as
tradeoffs between software quality, cost, and marketing environment. Software defect
detection has to take the competing requirements into account just as do other parts
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of the software development process. It is unrealistic to conduct a software inspection
to the extent that all the defects that could be detected by inspection are detected
before testing. Similarly, it is unrealistic to conduct a software test to the extent that
all the defects that could be detected by testing are detected before releasing the
product. It is important to determine: what types of defects should be detected at
the inspection stage, what types of defects should be detected at the testing stage,
and what types of defects could be left in the system. So how defect detection
should be conducted depends on the nature of the software (the software function),
user expectations and the marketing environment [67]:
• Software function.
How critical the software product is to an organization’s operation.
• User expectations.
User may be in urgent need of the software functionality and may be tolerant
of some defects.
• Marketing environment.
How urgent the software product needs be put into market.
Although most software developers attempt to remove all defects in a software
product, it is impractical to inspect or to test it until all the defects are detected. No
matter how extensive a testing is conducted, it is still possible that there are defects
remaining [10, 52]. As illustrated by the test progress S curve in Figure 3.3 [37], it is
almost always true that the more time being spent on the defect detection, the more
defects will be found. But the number of defects detected per time unit (the rate)
changes with time. At first, the rate is low and increases gradually. Then it starts
to drop as more and more defects are detected and less and less defects are left in a
system. After that point, the defect detection process becomes less and less efficient
and has to be stopped even if it is known that not all defects were detected.
As noted in Figure 3.3, usually at the beginning of testing, the efficiency of
detecting the defects is relatively low. After a period of time, the testing gradually
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Figure 3.3: Test Progress S Curve Over Time (adapted from [37])
enters into its full function state and the number of defects detected increases quickly.
At a later point in time, the defect detection rate becomes lower and lower. So the
software defect detection process could be managed by comparing the current rate
with a pre-defined limit (the baseline or exit criteria). If the current rate is larger
than the baseline, then the current defect detection activity needs to keep on going;
otherwise, it can be stopped and the defect detection process moves to the next
activity. The baseline for the cutoff point can be determined based on information
from previous similar projects in the experience base.
Also, it needs to be noted that a baseline should be established for each type of
defect, since not all types of defects have the same impact on the system. As showing
3.1, defect detection techniques are not equally effective and efficient for specific types
of defects. Hence classifying defects and treating each type of defect appropriately
is a key aspect in controlling, evaluating, or improving the defect detection process.
Software defect classification is discussed in the following section, and the usefulness
of evaluating defect detection techniques by defect type distribution is presented in
Section 3.5 and Section 3.6. The usefulness of improving defect detection techniques
by defect trigger distribution is presented in Section 3.7 and Section 3.8.
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3.4 The Classification of Software Defects
As stated in the background in Chapter 2, there are several popular software defect
classification schemes available in research and industry. In this thesis, software
defects will be categorized with the IBM Orthogonal Defect Classification Scheme
[12]. The reason for this choice is that it enables in-process feedback to developers,
testers, and project managers. With the IBM ODC, a defect is classified by trigger,
type, and qualifier. The “defect type” attribute specifies the actual fix that needs to
be done for the defect. The “defect trigger” attribute specifies the condition that is
necessary for the defect to surface. The “defect qualifier” specifies whether the defect
is caused by missing information or incorrect information. The following subsections
detail the “defect type” attribute and the “defect trigger” attribute.
3.4.1 Defect Types
To avoid ambiguousness, IBM [12] defined eight possible defect types, and software
designers and developers assigned one of these defect types to each defect fixed.
• Function/Class defect. An errors Significantly affects the capability of the
product/system and causes the product/or system to be unable to fulfill its
tasks completely or at all. Usually this defect is caused by the discrepancy
between the requirement and design document.
• Assignment defect. A variable/structure/object was assigned a wrong value
or not assigned at all.
• Interface. Errors in communication between two methods, devices, or sys-
tems.
• Checking. Errors caused by failing to validate the value of a variable or
parameter before using it.
• Timing/serialization. The necessary sequence to access a shared resource is
missing, or the coordination algorithm is wrong.
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Figure 3.4: V Model for Software Development Process (modified
from [46, 67])
• Build/package/merge. Errors caused by mistakes in library systems, version
control systems, or packaging scripts/tools.
• Documentation. The publication provided to help understanding and using
of the software was incorrect or incomplete.
• Algorithm. The algorithm was inefficient or incorrect.
3.4.2 The Association between Defect Types and Software
Development Process
The V-model [46] of software development integrates testing throughout the software
life cycle (cf. Figure 3.4). In the V-model, the software development process consists
of requirements specification, function specification, system design, detailed design,
coding, unit testing, integration testing, system testing, acceptance testing and ser-
vice. At each stage of the development process, a specific type of defect is more
likely to be introduced than at other stages (cf. Table 3.1). For example, if a assign-
ment defect is found (no matter at unit testing stage or at integration testing stage),
it would be directly linked to coding. Similarly, an interface error would point to
the low-level design. The relationship between defect types and development phases
makes it possible to analyze the development process with defect types.
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Table 3.1: Defect Type Distribution with Phase (modified from [12])
Defect Type Process Association
Function Design
Interface Low-Level Design
Checking Low-Level Design or Code
Assignment Code
Timing or Serialization Low-Level Design
Build or Package or Merge Library Tools
Documentation Publications
Algorithm Low-Level Design
Table 3.2: Process and Defect Type Association (modified from [12])
Defect Type
Process Function Assignment Interface Algorithm Timing
High-Level Design Inspection X
Low-Level Design Inspection X X X
Code Test X X
Unit Test X X
Function/Integration Test X X
System Test X
3.5 Evaluating the Defect Detection Process Us-
ing Defect Type Distribution
Since each defect type tends to be brought in a specific phase, a relatively high
percentage of defect types will be detected in the corresponding defect detection
activity [12]. This observation makes it possible to build the associations between
defect types and defect detection activities (Table 3.2).
For example, the ‘function’ defect is associated with design and is expected to
be detected at both the high level design inspection and also function verification
test. The percentage of defects of type ‘function’ should be high at these two phases.
By contrast, low percentage of ‘function’ defect should be expected before and after
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these two stages. The above table thus “describes the profiles of the defect type
distribution explicitly” [12]. A deviation means the corresponding defect detection
activity is not effective enough. So the defect detection activity can be evaluated by
comparing and analyzing the distribution of defect types through the defect detection
process. For example, if many logic errors or algorithm errors are detected during
the integration testing, this probably means the unit testing is not effective enough.
Similarly, if a high number of interface problems are found during system testing or
factory acceptance testing, it probably means the integration testing is not well done.
If the observed distribution is not as expected, the current defect detection activity
need be improved. Also, data gathered from similar projects can be calibrated and
tailored to form a baseline for a specific environment [24]. The baseline makes the
analysis of the defect type distribution possible and the evaluation of the current
defect detection activity can be performed by comparing the current defect type
distribution to the baseline.
3.6 Comparison of the Current Defect Type Dis-
tribution With the Baseline
Figure 3.5 shows the comparison of the defect type distribution after function testing
with the baseline for one of our recent projects. At the function test stage, a large
percentage of function defects were expected to be found. However, comparing with
the baseline, a relatively small percentage of function errors were found. On the other
hand, a large proportion of assignment, checking, algorithm errors were detected,
although these defect types should have been detected and eliminated at the unit
test stage. The deviation from the baseline demonstrated that the unit test of the
project was not effective.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the Current Defect Type DistributionWith
the Baseline
3.7 Defect Triggers
In the last section, the defect type attribute was discussed, and it was illustrated
that the defect type distribution at different stages could potentially be used to
evaluate defect detection techniques. This section addresses another defect attribute,
the defect trigger, and it is demonstrated that trigger distribution can be used to
improve the defect detection process.
A defect trigger is a condition that leads to a defect being exposed. Defect triggers
can be grouped into two categories: inspection triggers and testing triggers.
3.7.1 Defect Triggers in Inspection
Inspection triggers include [12]:
• Design Conformance.
The defect was detected by comparing the design document or code with the
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corresponding specification.
• Understanding Details.
The defect was detected by considering the details of the structure and/or
operation of a component. Examples include the logic of an algorithm, the
side effects of a method, and the calling sequence of two methods.
• Backward Compatibility.
The defect was detected by noticing an incompatibility between the previous
versions of the product and the current version under review.
• Lateral Compatibility.
The defect was detected by uncovering an incompatibility between the product
or subsystem under review and another product or subsystem with which it
needs to communicate.
• Rare Situation.
The defect was detected while considering an uncommon scenario. Such as
quitting an operation while in the middle of processing.
• Document Consistency/Completeness.
The defect was detected by uncovering inconsistency or incompleteness in the
document.
• Language Dependencies.
The defect was detected while verifying the language-related component(s).
3.7.2 Defect Triggers in Testing
Inspection triggers include [9]:
• Coverage.
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The defect was detected during unit testing by examining which lines of code
are visited (code coverage testing) and/or the ways of getting to each line of
code (path coverage testing).
• Variation.
The defect was detected during unit testing by changing the input parameter.
• Sequencing.
The defect was detected during function testing by examining more than one
unit one after another and these units do not interface with each other.
• Interaction.
The defect was detected during function testing by examining more than one
unit; one of which interfaces with another.
• Workload/stress.
The defect was detected during system testing by changing the workload of the
system.
• Startup/restart.
The defect was detected during system testing while restarting the system.
• Configuration
The defect was detected during system testing while changing the system con-
figurations, such as, connecting to the server.
3.8 Discover the Opportunity of Improvement Through
the Defect Trigger Distribution
While the defect type provides a mechanism to evaluate the defect detection process
by discovering which defect detection activity needs to be improved, the defect trigger
correspondingly provides a mechanism to improve the defect detection process by
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identifying how the defect detection activity needs to be improved. As we know,
different types defect are more likely to be detected by inspectors/testers with the
corresponding knowledge/experience. For example, backwards compatibility defects
could be detected by a inspector who only has the knowledge of that product, whereas
lateral compatibility needs people with experience of both the current product and
other related products. Similarly, a test case for coverage in unit testing can be
developed by a tester as long as the tester understands that single method or function.
To develop a test case for Interaction or configuration, the tester must have extensive
knowledge of the functions of the system. After building a chart, listing the defect
triggers and the needed skills for the corresponding triggers (Table 3.3), it is possible
to infer the weakness of a specific defect detection activity by comparing the trigger
distribution with the baseline of the expected trigger distribution. A significantly
lower percentage of certain types of triggers would indicate that the inspector/tester
is short of the necessary knowledge and the corresponding training should be provided
based on Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: The Association Between the Skills and the Defect Triggers
Found in Inspection (adapted from [12])
Knowledge Required
Triggers New/Trained Within Product Cross Product Very Experienced
Design Conformance X X X X
Understanding Details X X X
Backward Compatibility X
Lateral Compatibility X
Rare Situation X
Document Consistency X X X
Language Dependencies X X X
As shown in Figure 3.6, by comparing the current defect trigger distribution
with the baseline, it is obvious that the triggers which require little experience in
this software product are most common: Design Conformance (38.5%) and Docu-
ment Consistency (29%). On the other hand, the triggers which require extensive
experience are a small portion of triggers: Backward Compatibility (6.8%) and Lat-
eral Compatibility (7.2%). The corresponding trigger distribution in the baseline is:
Design Conformance (17.5%), Document Consistency (16%), Backward Compatibil-
ity (19.8%), and Lateral Compatibility (30.2%). Through the comparison of these
two distributions, it can be concluded that the inspection is not effective because the
inspectors are short of the experience needed. So a second round of inspection by
inspectors who have knowledge of the previous versions of the current product and
other related products would be expected to find more backwards compatibility and
lateral compatibility defects.
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Figure 3.6: The Comparison of Trigger Distribution
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3.9 Summary
In this chapter, the concept of and the rationale for the integrated approach to the
software defect detection process was introduced. How to control, evaluate, and
improve the new approach by collecting and analyzing the defect type and trigger
information and comparing the current distribution to the baseline was discussed.
In the next chapter, the software architecture for providing software support for this
new approach will be presented.
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Chapter 4
SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE OF THE
SELF-EVOLVING DEFECT DETECTION
PROCESS
In the last chapter, a systematic approach to software defect detection was pre-
sented. This new approach can help conduct the software defect detection process
by combining different defect detection methods together to achieve the optimized
result, can help control the software defect detection process by checking the en-
trance criteria and the exit criteria, can help evaluate the software defect detection
process by comparing the results with a baseline (or historical data), and can help
to improve the software defect detection process by discovering the weakness in the
current process and the corrective actions that need to be taken.
This chapter presents a software architecture for implementing the self-evolving
defect detection (SEDD) process by defining the necessary components, their func-
tionalities, and the relationship between these components for the new approach.
4.1 Major Components of the SEDD Software Ar-
chitecture
The main concepts of the software architecture come from SPICE [19] and Boot-
strap [31], in other words, this software architecture is a specific application of the
general concepts in SPICE and Bootstrap to the software defect detection process.
SPICE and Bootstrap are process maturity models (not process models) for general
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engineering processes (not for a specific process, such as, defect detection), while the
software architecture of SEDD is a process model for software defect detection.
According to the requirements in Bootstrap, SEDD defines three process areas
(cf. Figure 4.1) (A process area is a set of processes serving the same goal[66]):
the key processes (Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance), the supporting processes
(Employee training, Automatic tool support, Process changing, Rule and Checklist
updating), and the improvement processes. The key processes are the core of SEDD.
The supporting processes assist in conducting of the key processes. The improvement
processes ensure continuous improvement of the software defect detection process.
Aside from the three process areas, there are two databases: the defect database,
which stores the defect data; and, the experience database which is a repository for
integrating information from similar projects, the baseline, the goal, and the criteria.
As a whole, these components provide the following functionalities:
• Discover defects.
• Facilitate detect detection technique selection and evaluation.
• Provide information for process control, evaluation, and improvement.
• Enhance the software quality and reduce cost.
• improve employees knowledge and skills.
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Figure 4.1: The Major Components of the Model
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4.2 The Functionalities of the Major Components
and the Relationship Between These Compo-
nents.
4.2.1 Supporting Processes
Supporting processes provide an environment for conducting, controlling, evaluat-
ing, and improving the software defect detection process. These processes include:
employee training, automatic tool support, process changing, and standards and
checklists updating.
Automatic tool support
The function of the automatic tools falls into three categories:
• Support the defect detection process. These tools help to conduct inspection,
testing, or maintenance. Any tools used by the inspector, tester, or support
staff to execute inspection, testing, or maintenance belongs in this group.
• Collect defect information. These tools help to collect software defects during
inspection, testing, and maintenance, and to record the defects for later analy-
sis. According to its functionality, the defect collection tool should be easy to
access for all the users (inspectors, testers, and maintainers) and for different
locations (in-house and in the field). Therefore, a web-based tool would be a
good candidate for the defect collection tool.
• Analyze the defects. After the defects have been collected, users need tools
(usually visual tools) to analyze, compare, and present the defects. These tools
transform the large volume of raw data into a report, diagram, or chart, helping
users understand, analyze, and interpret the data, and eventually helping the
users to draw a conclusion or make a decision (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: The Process to Visualize the Raw Data (modified from
[27])
Visual analysis and presentation tools display data in a visual format and help
users recognize patterns and trends hidden in the raw data. Without automatic tool
support, the raw data would be too hard to understand.
There are lots of visual tools available on the market; they may be as simple
as a spread sheet product, or as complicated as the data warehouse products from
Cognos [15] and BusinessObjects [8].
Employee training
Employee training provides the employee with the necessary knowledge through cer-
tification, tutorials, or courses so that they are qualified to perform their tasks.
Process changing
Process changing adjusts the way inspection, testing, or maintenance is conducted,
include adopting a different inspection or testing strategy, using different inspection
or testing techniques, and changing the entrance criteria or exit criteria.
Maintaining standards and checklists
The Standards and Checklists Maintaining activity maintains and updates the crite-
ria which an inspection, testing, or maintenance process needs to meet, the rules these
processes need to follow, and the checklist these processes need to verify against. To
facilitate the conducting of the defect detection process, the following information
should be maintained and updated:
• Requirements
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• Schedule
• Resources
• Role description
• Checklists
• Rules
• Forms
• Process change order
• Entry criteria
• Exit criteria
4.2.2 The Key Activities of Software Defect Detect Process
Inspection, testing, and maintenance are the essence of the defection detection pro-
cess. The effectiveness and efficiency of the defect detection process depends on how
well these core activities are conducted and controlled.
To have better control over the software defect detection process, inspection,
testing, and maintenance must be conducted in a systematic framework. Based on
the requirements of SPICE and Bootstrap, the base practices of inspection, testing,
and maintenance are defined. These base practices include: entry criteria checking,
defect detection technique selecting, executing, defect collecting, defect classification,
defect analyzing, and exit criteria checking.
Entry criteria checking: Before starting a practice, the entrance criteria should
first be checked to make sure the precondition to execute the practice is mature. Are
the software products to be inspected/tested ready? Are the form, checklist, tool,
and test cases be prepared? And are the resources needed available?
Defect detection technique selecting: If the entrance criterion is satisfied,
the next step should be selecting the proper technique (or a combination of different
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techniques) and supporting tools. The selection is based on the requirements of the
current project and the information from similar previous projects; such as the time,
the cost and the defect detection efficiency from the experience database. Since
software defect detection needs to take the economic factor into consideration, the
question is not simply which technique can detect more defects than the others, but
for a specific type of defect, when (at which stage) and how (using what technique
or combination of techniques) it should be dealt with to achieve the best economic
result.
Defect collecting: The defect collecting activity involves collecting defects iden-
tified during inspection, testing, or maintenance, and entering them into the defect
database. In the defect data collection process, attributes, such as defect type and
defect trigger, are assigned to each defect. These attributes are very important infor-
mation to the assessment and improvement of the effectiveness of software inspection
and test processes.
Both the set of attributes and the set of values of an attribute are continuously
improved by iterative adjustment. At first, it is possible that the set of the attributes
and the set of values of an attribute, which come from literature and industry, are
not specific enough. But through project to project, this both sets are gradually tai-
lored according to the specific requirements of the organization/department/project,
and both sets are constantly enriched and adjusted during inspection, testing, and
maintenance.
Defect classification: During the classification process, all defect attributes (as
shown in Figure 4.3): the defect type, defect trigger, the impact, the location (where
it was found), the phase (when it was found), and the cost (the time spent to detect
and fix it) are identified based on the classification scheme. The trigger, the impact,
the phase, the location, the effort to detect are decided by the inspector/testor who
detected the defect. The defect type and the time to fix it are determined by the
software designer or the programmer correcting the defect.
The defect type attribute identifies the actual fix that needs to be done. If the
problem is caused by a variable, structure, or a class not initialized properly, then
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Figure 4.3: Defect Attributes
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this defect belongs to the assignment group. If the problem is caused by memory
allocation or de-allocation, then it belongs to the memory group. If the problem is
caused by using up CPU, then it belongs to the CPU usage category. If it is caused
by a concurrent event, then it belongs to the racing category. If it is caused by the
interaction of the modules, then it belongs to the interface group. For each of these
types, the designer or developer specifies whether the defect is one where information
in the artifact is missing, or the information is incorrect.
Defect triggers can help identify the weakness in the software defect detection
process. We know that certain types of defects tend to be found by inspectors/testers
with certain knowledge or experience. Failing to detect a specific type of defect may
indicate that the inspector/tester is short of the specific knowledge and is in need of
training in the specific field. Defect triggers can also help building a more balanced
inspection or testing team.
As well, other defect attributes can be used to improve the defect detection
process. By cross-referencing the defect type with the phase in which the detect was
detected and the cost to detect and fix the defect, we can find out what stage is the
best to detect that kind of defect to achieve the best cost-benefit result.
Defect analysis: Since each defect type is more likely to be brought in at a
specific phase than other phases, the corresponding defect detection activity should
discover more defects of that type than other defect detection activities. Deviation
from this expected pattern indicates the ineffectiveness of the defect detection activ-
ity and the need to improve it [11]. For example, if many logic errors or algorithm
errors are detected during integration testing, this probably means that unit test-
ing is not effective enough. Similarly, if a high number of interface problems are
found during system testing or factory acceptance, it probably means that integra-
tion testing is not well done. When this abnormal situation is found, certain actions
need be taken: first the causes of failing to detect the specific type of defect need
be identified based on the trigger needed to uncover the defect; for example, was
the improper technique used, or the inspector short of the necessary knowledge?
Second, corrective actions need be taken to improve the corresponding inspection
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or testing activity by using a different technique or a more experienced inspector.
In addition, the inspection or testing need be performed again until the defect type
pattern conforms with the expected one.
The analysis of the defect detecting activities is based on the classification of the
defects collected during the detection process [11]. To analyze these classified defects
and evaluate the current activity based on the analysis, the distribution of defect
attributes for the current process need be compared with a baseline. The current
distribution is obtained by calculating the percentage of each attribute of the defects
detected during the current process. The baseline is extracted from the experience
base based on data from the similar projects. The baseline is calibrated and tailored
according to the specific requirement of the specific project. Also, it is constantly
refined project by project by iterative enrichment and adjustment during inspection,
test, and maintenance. The resulting baseline would allow for a numerical analysis
of the defect attribute distribution. Differences between the current distribution and
the baseline form the basis for evaluating a defect detection activity [11]. If the
current distribution conforms to the baseline, then it would indicate that the defect
detection activity performed normally and it is ready to move to the next step in
the software development process. Otherwise, it would imply that the current defect
detection activity needs be improved, and the inspection or test needs to continue.
Problem reports from customers would also be fed into the defect database, and
the inspection and test team could analyze these defects to find flaws in the defect
detection processes and improve the process by eliminating the flaws. For example, a
large difference of the defect attribute distributions before and after product release
would indicate that the defect detection process does not detect the types of defects
that really effect the customers.
Exit criteria checking: The last step of the defect detection activity is exit
criteria checking. It is almost always true that more inspection/testing will find more
defects [11] and it is also always true that software development is constrained by
time and money, so the question is not whether we have detected all the defects,
but have we got the defects under control. So the process should move to the next
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Figure 4.4: Process Improvement
step after the defect attribute distribution conforms to the baseline, and the defect
removal ratio satisfies the requirement. At the same time, the experience gained and
the lessons learned during the process should be entered into the experience base.
For example, did the technique used perform well or not, was the tool used efficient
or not, what experience the tester/inspector should have had, and what change needs
to be made to the checklists or forms.
4.2.3 Process Improvement Activities
The third important component of the software architecture is the process improve-
ment activity. This activity provides the software defect detection process with
a continuous improvement mechanism based on the information from the defect
database and the experience base.
In order to improve the performance of the software defect detection process from
project to project, the continuous improvement of the processes must be addressed
[34]. Such improvement can only come about after identifying the problems in pro-
cesses by analyzing the metric data obtained from it and taking the corresponding
corrective actions to solve the problems (as shown in Figure 4.4). These actions in-
clude training employees to improve the inspectors’ and testers’ technical knowledge
and skill, updating of checklists, adopting of new forms and metrics for measurement
data, using different inspection or testing techniques, developing better test cases,
and performing better scheduling.
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4.2.4 Supporting Databases
Besides the activities, there are two databases in the software defect detection process
model: the defect database and the experience database. These databases play an
indispensable role in the software architecture.
Defect database
All the defects found by inspectors, testers and maintenance staff are stored in the
defect database. In addition to the defect type and defect trigger, the following
important attributes of a defect should also be stored:
• Project
Specifying in which project the defect was found enables cross-project com-
parison, and thus helps evaluate and control of the current defect detection
process.
• Phase
Specifying in which phase the defect was found enables the evaluation of differ-
ent components of the defect detection process: inspection, testing, and field
support. It also makes it possible to discover why the defect was not detected
in an earlier inspection or testing phase.
• Created by
Specifying who created the defect allows an inference to be drawn between the
designer or developer and the types of defects. Thus, a customized checklist
or test case could be prepared for the designer or developer. Also it helps to
identify what kinds of training the designer or developer needs.
• Found by
Specifying who found the defect makes it possible to find the relationship be-
tween the inspector or tester and the type of defects. In other words, who is
good at finding which type of defects. The expertise areas of the inspector or
tester could by identified.
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• Time to find
Specifying the time spent on finding the defect enables quantitative analysis
and evaluation of the different defect detection techniques.
• Time to fix
Specifying the time spent on fixing the defect allows the defect detection process
to be conducted and controlled based on quantitative information and enables
the economic analysis of the defect detection process.
Experience database
The experience database is a repository of integrated information regarding the defect
detection process of all projects. For the defect detection process, the following
information is stored:
• Characteristics of Project
The scope of the project (the size), the complexity of the project, the type
of the project (new or update, web-based or database-based or real-time con-
trol system), and the programming language used for the project (procedural
language or Objected-Oriented language).
• Schedule
The total number of days scheduled for defect detecting, the number of days
scheduled for inspection, the number of days scheduled for testing, and the
number of days anticipated for maintenance.
• Time Spent
The total number of days actually spent on defect detecting, the number of
days spent on inspection, the number of days spent on testing, and the number
of days spent on maintenance.
• Resource
The number of staff who worked on defect detecting, the number of staff who
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worked on inspection and who they are, the number of staff who worked on
testing and who they are.
• Inspection Strategy and Techniques
The inspection strategy and techniques used and the result (the number of
defects detected at the current stage and the number of defects discovered at
a later stage for each type of defect).
• Testing Strategy and Techniques
The testing strategy and techniques used and the result (the number of defect
detected and the number of defect remained for each type of defect).
The above information can help to make a schedule, determine the composition
of an inspection and testing team, and determine an inspection and testing technique
for a future project.
Other than the information for a specific defect detection process, the experience
database also contains information which can be used to get answers on some impor-
tant questions. Some examples are: Which inspector or tester is good at detecting
which type of defect? Which inspection or testing technique is good at detecting
which type of defect? Which inspection technique or combination of inspection
techniques is more effective or efficient than others? Which testing technique or
combination of testing techniques is more effective or efficient than others? Which
combination of inspection and testing technique is more effective or efficient than
others? It also useful to control and improve the defect detection process by estab-
lishing and improving the entry criteria and exit criteria.
4.3 Summary
In this chapter, a software architecture was proposed to implement the system-
atic approach to the software defect detection process. The major components of
the software architecture were introduced and their functionalities were discussed.
These components make it possible for the software defect detection process to be
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conducted, controlled, evaluated, and improved based on the quantity analysis of the
data collected during the software defect detection process. In the next chapter, a
prototype to implement the software architecture will be presented.
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Chapter 5
PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
SELF-EVOLVING DEFECT DETECTION
PROCESS
In the last chapter, a software architecture was introduced to implement the self-
evolving software defect detection process. The major components of the model,
their functionalities, and the relationship between these components were discussed.
This chapter presents a prototype for the self-evolving software defect detection
management system which implements the model discussed in the previous chapter.
5.1 The Prototype and Its Functionalities
To demonstrate the applicability of the self-evolving software defect detection pro-
cess approach, a prototype was built. The prototype helps conduct, control, eval-
uate, and improve the software defect detection process by providing support for
defect collection, defect analysis, defect detection process analysis, and standards
and checklists maintenance and upgrading. The functionalities are provided by the
defect management subsystem, the defect analysis subsystem, and the defect detec-
tion process analysis subsystem. They are supported by the standards, rules, and
checklists maintenance subsystem (as shown in Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: The Major Components of the Prototype of a Self-
Evolving Software Defect Detection Process Management System
5.1.1 Defect Management Sub-System
The defect management sub-system enables the user to record a defect into the
system, search for the defects based on specific criteria, update a defect, and get a
list of all unclosed defects (as showed in Figure 5.2).
Record a defect into the system
To make the defect data useful for later analysis, defects must be recorded into
the system in a systematic way. The main attributes of the defect must be clearly
defined to avoid ambiguities when the user records a defect into the system, and all
the attributes must be captured before the defect is closed.
Based on the Orthogonal Defect Classification from IBM [9] and our special needs
for the control, evaluation, and improvement of the defect detection process, the
following attributes of defects will be captured and entered into the system (Figure
5.3):
• Activity
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Figure 5.2: The Defect Management System
The practice being performed when the defect was detected, such as unit test,
integration test, and maintenance.
• Trigger
The necessary condition for the defect to surface.
• Impact
The effect on the customer caused by a defect.
• Target
The object that was fixed, such as requirements document, design document,
and code.
• Defect type
The actual nature of the fix made.
• Qualifier
The entity was missing, incorrect, or irrelevant.
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• Source
The origin of the defect discovered: in-house code, a library, or code from third
party.
• Age
Age specifies the history of the defect detected; for example, the defect was
found in new, old, re-written, or re-fixed code.
• Created by
Specifying who created the defect allows an inference to be drawn between the
designer or developer and the types of defects. Thus a customized checklist
or test case could be prepared for the designer or developer. Also it helps to
identify what kinds of training the designer or developer needs.
• Found by
Specifying who found the defect makes it possible to find the relationship be-
tween the inspector or tester and the type of defects. In other words, it provides
information on who is good at finding a specific type of defects. Also, the ex-
pertise areas of the inspector or tester can by identified.
• Technique used
Specify which inspection or testing technique was used.
• Time to find
Specifying the time spent on finding the defect enables the quantitative anal-
ysis, and evaluation of the different defect detection techniques.
• Time to fix
Specifying the time spent on fixing the defect allows the defect detection process
to be conducted and controlled based on quantitative information and enables
the economic analysis of the defect detection process.
When a defect is first detected, the activity, trigger, impact, found by, and time
to find are captured and entered into the defect database. When the defect has been
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Figure 5.3: The Attributes of a Defect Recorded Into the System
fixed, the target, defect type, qualifier, source, and age, created by, and time to fix
are entered.
Assign values to an attribute of a defect
To avoid arbitrariness and ambiguities and to make future mathematical analysis
and modeling possible, instead of letting the user enter free text, a list of choices is
provided for the user to pick from for the following defect attributes:
Activity: The choices for activity are function specification review, design re-
view, unit testing, integration testing, and system testing (Figure 5.4).
Defect Trigger: A defect trigger is a condition that leads to a defect being
exposed. Defect triggers can be grouped into two categories: inspection triggers and
testing triggers. The choices in the dropdown list change depending on the phase
(inspection or testing) selected. As shown in Figure 5.5, inspection triggers [12]
include:
• Design Conformance
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Figure 5.4: The Possible Values for Activity Attribute
The defect was detected by comparing the design document or code with the
corresponding specification.
• Understanding Details
The defect was detected by considering the details of the structure and/or
operation of a component; for example, the logic of an algorithm, the side
effects of a method, and the calling sequence of two methods.
• Backward Compatibility
The defect was detected by noticing an incompatibility between the previous
versions of the product and the current version under review.
• Lateral Compatibility
The defect was detected by uncovering an incompatibility between the product
or subsystem under review and another product or subsystem with which it
needs to communicate.
• Rare Situation
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Figure 5.5: The Possible Values for Inspection Trigger
The defect was detected while considering an uncommon scenario; for example,
quitting an operation while in the middle of processing.
• Document Consistency/Completeness
The defect was detected by uncovering inconsistency or incompleteness in the
document.
• Language Dependencies
The defect was detected while verifying the language-related component(s).
Defect triggers in testing [9] include:
• Test Coverage. The defect was detected during unit testing by examining
which lines of code are visited (code coverage testing) or/and the ways of
getting to each line of code (path coverage testing).
• Test Variation. The defect was detected during unit testing by changing an
input parameter.
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• Test Sequencing. The defect was detected during function testing by exam-
ining more than one unit, one after another and these units do not interface
with each other.
• Test Interaction. The defect was detected during function testing by exam-
ining more than one unit; one of which interfaces with another.
• Workload/Stress. The defect was detected during system testing by chang-
ing the workload of the system.
• Startup/Restart. The defect was detected during system testing while restart-
ing the system.
• Configuration. The defect was detected during system testing while changing
the system configurations; for example, the connection to the server.
Impact
The choice for impact include: light, medium, and severe.
Target
The choice for target includes function specification document, software design doc-
ument, and code.
Defect Types
As shown in Figure 5.6, the possible selections for defect type include function/class
error, assignment error, interface, checking, timing/serialization, build/package/merge,
documentation, and algorithm.
• Function/Class error: Significantly affects the capability of the prod-
uct/system and causes the product/or system to be unable to fulfill its tasks
completely or at all. Usually this defect is caused by the discrepancy between
the requirement and design document.
• Assignment error: A variable/structure/object was assigned a wrong value
or not assigned at all.
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Figure 5.6: The Possible Values for Defect Type
• Interface: Errors in communication between two methods, devices, or sys-
tems.
• Checking: Errors caused by failing to validate the value of a variable or
parameter before using it.
• Timing/serialization: The necessary sequence to access shared resource is
missing, or the coordination algorithm is wrong.
• Build/package/merge: Errors caused by mistakes in library systems, version
control systems, or packaging scripts/tools.
• Documentation: The publication provided to help understanding and using
of the software was incorrect or incomplete.
• Algorithm: The algorithm was inefficient or incorrect.
Qualifier: Missing or incorrect code/information.
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Source: Design documents, code, reused from a library, or ported from one
platform to another.
Age: New, old (base), rewritten, and re-fixed code.
The other attributes, created by, detected by, time to find, time to fix, and
projects are easy to figure out by their name and are not likely to cause ambiguity,
so they are not discussed here.
Search for/Edit defects
This module provides the functions for the user to search for or edit defects based
on project, created by, or detected by.
List unclosed defects
This module provides the functions for the user to get a list of all unclosed defects
in the system or the unclosed defects for a specific project. With this functionality,
the user can easily track the status of the defects.
Email notification
Other than the above functionalities, the defect management subsystem also contains
an email notification function to help tracking the status of the defect. Whenever
a defect is entered in the system, an email is sent out the corresponding project
manager. After the manager assigns the defect to a member to fix, an email is sent
the member. After the defect is fixed, an email is sent out to both the person who
entered the defect and the project manager.
5.1.2 Defect Analysis Sub-System
Defect Analysis subsystem helps the user analyze the defects by providing a visual
representation of the defect data from a different point of view: defect number
distribution over creators, defect number distribution over target, defect number
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Figure 5.7: The Defect Analysis Subsystem
distribution over phases, defect number distribution over impact, and defect number
distribution over age (Figure 5.7).
5.1.3 Defect Detection Process Analysis Subsystem
As shown in Figure 5.8, the defect detection process analysis subsystem enables the
user to analyze and evaluate the defect detection process by providing graphical
representation of the data related to the process from different perspectives: defect
types distribution over activity, defect types distribution over founder, defect triggers
distribution over founder, defect types distribution over technique, defect removal
effectiveness comparison over techniques, and defect removal efficiency comparison
over techniques.
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Figure 5.8: The Defect Detection Process Analysis Subsystem
5.2 Summary
In this chapter, a prototype for the self-evolving software defect detection manage-
ment system was presented to help collect, classify, analyze the defects and to facili-
tate identifying the problems in the existing defect detection process and improving
the process.
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Chapter 6
CASE STUDY USING THE SELF-EVOLVING
DEFECT DETECTION PROCESS
This chapter presents a case study of the self-evolving software defect detection
process approach. It begins with a brief case history and sets the objectives for the
case study. Then the quantitative defect data is presented followed by a step by
step detailed analysis. After the root cause of the problem in the defect detection
process is identified, the corrective action is recommended and the validation of the
new approach is demonstrated.
6.1 Case History
The case study was performed at a medium-size company that was established over
fifty years ago. The information technology department of the company has about
a dozen employees with very different educational backgrounds and industrial expe-
riences. Their education ranges from a one-year diploma to a Ph.D. degree. Their
experience level ranges from fresh-out-school to over twenty years of industry experi-
ence. Their projects consist of two categories: updating old systems and developing
new systems. The old systems were developed on a mainframe. Most of the projects
developed in recent years were built on a Microsoft platform: Windows 2000/2003
operating system, Exchange web server, SQL 2000/2005 database server, and Mi-
crosoft languages (VB, VB.Net, and C#). The complexity of the projects varies
greatly: from a one week project for a single person to several months for eight
people.
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The development of the projects started with analysis followed by design, coding,
testing and deployment. First, the system analyst scheduled a requirements meeting
with the end users. At the meeting the systems analyst asked and documented
the requirements of the end users. After the meeting, the systems analyst sent the
requirements document to the end users to confirm the requirements. The designer
started the design based on the requirements. The design inspection was conducted
after the design document was completed. Programmers developed the code based
on the design and testers tested the code based on the requirements. Finally, the
system was deployed after passing the unit, function, and system tests.
The project being studied is a new project which enables the customers to buy
our policy (product) online based on the requirements from the policy development
department and the marketing department.
The project is a typical modern multi-tier web application with a presentation
layer, a business logic layer, a data access layer, and a data storage and management
layer. The presentation layer gathers user input and then provides it to the business
logic layer, where it can be validated, processed, or otherwise manipulated. The
presentation layer then responds to the user by displaying the results of its interaction
with the business logic layer. The business logic layer includes all the business rules,
data validation, manipulation, processing and security for the application. The data
access layer interacts with the data management layer to retrieve, update and remove
information. The data access layer doesn’t actually manage or store the data; it
merely provides an interface between the business logic and database. The data
storage and management layer handles the physical creation, retrieval, update, and
deletion of data. It was developed and deployed using pure Microsoft technologies:
developed in C# and deployed on Microsoft web server, application server, and SQL
server 2000.
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6.2 Case Study Objective
The primary objective of this case study is to find out if the self-evolving software
defect detection process can help improve the defect detection process by giving us a
clearer understanding of the current process: how well it performed, what the major
problem is, where it needs to be improved, and what corrective action need be taken.
6.3 Data and Analysis
Like the majority of the software projects in the information technology industry,
most of our projects were delivered over-budget, behind schedule, and with poor
quality. The main reason for this situation is that there is so much rework and
maintenance needed to be done to fix the defects found in production which escaped
inspection and testing. To change this situation and improve the defect detection
process, the root problem in the defect detection process needs to be identified.
Based on this requirement, the defects detected during inspection, testing, and
maintenance were collected, classified, and analyzed using the new systematic ap-
proach to the software defect detection process.
To get an idea on how each defect detection activity performed, defects detected
in all the phases are shown in Figure 6.1.
In Figure 6.1, it is obvious that the percentage of defects that escaped inspection
and testing and eventually leaked to production is very high (over 38%). To find what
caused this unwanted situation, further analysis of the defects found in production
was performed. The results are illustrated in Figure 6.2.
From Figure 6.2 we can see that the dominant defect type is Function. From
Table 3.2 (in Section 3.4), we know that function defects in production means High-
Level Design Inspection and/or Function Testing did not performed well, and need
to be improved. To further investigate, the Source attribute of the function defects
are illustrated in Figure 6.3.
From Figure 6.3, we can see that most of the function defects were in the design
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Figure 6.1: Defect Distribution over Defect Detection Activities
Figure 6.2: Defect Distribution over Defect Detection Types
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Figure 6.3: Defect Distribution over Defect Detection Sources
and that means both the design and design inspection process need to be improved.
To further investigate how these two processes should be improved, the function
defects were analyzed by Qualifier (missing or incorrect) as demonstrated in Figure
6.4.
From Figure 6.4, we can see that the majority of the function defects are a
result of missing functionality (over 84%). The missing functionality occurred during
design and was not captured with design inspection. After we found the cause of the
problem, it’s time to review the existing design and design inspection process.
6.4 The Existing Design and Design Inspection
Process
The existing design process started with the requirement meeting called by the sys-
tem analyst. At the meeting, the system analyst asked and documented the require-
ments of the end users. After the meeting the system analyst sent the requirement
document to the end users to confirm the requirements. Then the designer started
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Figure 6.4: Defect Distribution over Defect Detection Qualifier
to design based on the requirements. The design inspection started after the design
document was done.
6.5 Problems Identified in the Existing Process
Flow
The existing design and design review process had the following problems:
• The users did not tell the system analyst all of their requirements.
Since the system analyst scheduled the meeting at whatever time resources
were available, the end users did not have a chance to think of what they
really needed before the requirements meeting, and therefore they were unable
to let the system analyst know all of their requirements.
• There often were misunderstandings between the end users and the system
analyst.
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Since the system analyst and the end user talk a different language, end users
do not understand many technical terms and system analysts usually are not
very familiar with business terms. Quite often there are discrepancies between
what end users want and what they get.
• The design review was based on the system analyst’s understanding of the
requirements.
The design review was based on the requirement document which was doc-
umented by the same person. So the requirement document and the design
document may agree with each other, but the design document does not comply
with the users requirements.
• The design review was conducted with the method the reviewer preferred and
from the technical persons point of view.
6.6 Corrective Actions to the Existing Design and
Design Inspection Process
Based on the problems identified in the current design and the design inspection
process, the followed corrective actions were recommended and taken:
• The system analyst must schedule the requirements meeting at least 48 hours
before the meeting time so that the end users have time to think about what
they really need.
• Each end user must document what she/he needs and present the document to
the system analyst before or at the requirement meeting, instead of the system
analyst trying to understand and write down a user’s requirements while the
user is talking.
• After the requirement meeting, the system analyst summarizes the require-
ments from different end users and documents and presents a function specifi-
cation document to the end users instead of the requirements document.
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• Design should not be started until end users are satisfied with and signed off
the function specification document.
• The design review should be based on the function specification document
instead of the requirements document.
• Use the Perspective-Based inspection technique instead of an arbitrary tech-
nique for design inspection so that each inspector takes a different point of view,
not only from the system analyst’s point of view, but also from the developers
and the users point of view as well.
6.7 Results from the New Approach to the Soft-
ware Defect Detection Process
6.7.1 Improvement after Implementing the Corrective Ac-
tions
To find out the improvement (if there is any) after implementing the corrective ac-
tions, the average percentage of Function defects before and after implementing the
corrective actions were compared. As we know, the longer a product is in use, the
more defects are likely to be found. So only the defects detected in the first six
months after release were taken into account. Before implementing the corrective
actions, over a hundred projects were completed. Of these projects, relevant defect
detection information was only available from 22 projects that were completed rel-
atively recently. The average percentage of ‘Function’ defects before implementing
the corrective actions was derived from these 22 projects. Out of the projects devel-
oped after implementing the corrective actions, 14 projects have been in use for over
six months. So the average percentage of ‘Function’ defects after implementing the
corrective actions was derived from these 14 projects.
As shown in Figure 6.5, after implementing the corrective actions, the percentage
of the ‘Function’ defects dropped from 38.6% to 18.8%. A more important improve-
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Figure 6.5: ‘Function’ Defect Comparison
ment is that, percentage of the ‘Function’ defects detected after release dropped
from 44.9% to 20.6%. Detecting more ‘Function’ defects in the earlier stages may
mean that even more savings is realized from the defect detection process, since it
is typically the case that removing a defect at an earlier stage costs much less than
removing it at a later stage.
6.7.2 Improvement after Implementing the New Approach
to the Defect Detection Process
Since the new approach to the defect detection process was implemented, fourteen
projects have used it. These projects are very different in terms of the languages
(procedure language VB 6 and Object-Oriented language VB .Net), the architectures
(client-server and multi-tier), the databases (as simple as Access and as complicated
as SQL Server 2005), the resources (new graduates from school and seniors with
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Figure 6.6: Defect Detection Cost Reduction Through Projects
over eighteen years experience), the complexity (from one week for a single person to
several months for eight people), and the characteristics (adding new functionalities
to an old system, fixing the bugs in an old system, and developing a new system).
With only these fourteen projects and the large variations, it is too early to draw
a statistical conclusion on what was improved as experience was gained. The cost
of defect detection has dropped dramatically, although there are some fluctuations.
From Figure 6.6, we can see that the time spent on defect detection has decreased
from 1.87 minutes per line to 0.80 minutes per line. It is unlikely that all the
improvements directly come from the new approach to the defect detection process.
For example, it may be the case that the programmers, the inspectors, and/or the
testers pay more attention to their work now that their user IDs are being logged
when they register a defect with the system. However, the improvement in the defect
detection process using the new approach is encouraging.
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6.8 Benefits
The self-evolving software defect detection process approach has the following ad-
vantages:
• Recording and classifying the defects in a systematic way to make future anal-
ysis possible.
• Helping analyze and evaluate the defect detection process by providing a visual
representation of the defects from different perspectives.
• Identifying the root cause of the problem (The Design Document) through the
step by step analysis of the defect attributes.
• Helping find out the weakness in the existing defect detection process (Design
Review) by analyzing the cross-referencing relationship between phase and type
attribute.
• Making it possible to continuously improve the defect detection process by
identifying the ineffectiveness of a technique currently used and providing ra-
tionale for choosing a different technique.
• Helping iteratively enrich the experience base by adding new findings to it from
process to process. For example, perspective-based reading was determined to
be more effective than general reading in finding the missing functions in the
design document.
6.9 Summary
In this chapter, based on the prototype implementation of SEDD presented in the
last Chapter, a case study was performed validating the new approach to the defect
detection process by demonstrating how the new approach can help identify what
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the major defect is, which defect detection process failed to detect these defects, and
what actions need be taken to improve the defect detection process.
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Chapter 7
CONTRIBUTIONS, CONCLUSIONS, AND
FUTURE WORK
7.1 Thesis Summary
This research investigated the software defect detection process to address: how to
conduct the process better, how to evaluate and control the process better, and how
to continuously improve the process. The main goals of the thesis are: (1) to propose
a self-evolving software defect detection process approach; (2) to present a software
architecture for implementing this systematic approach; (3) to build a prototype to
partially implement this new approach; and (4) to perform a case study to evaluate
the approach.
7.2 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis include the following: First, the new approach to the
software defect detection process being proposed which may be used in other similar
studies. Second, the software architecture designed to demonstrate the applicability
of the new approach. Third, the prototype built to evaluate the new approach. Last,
the facts being observed or confirmed in the case study whose result showed that
the new approach may be used to improve the performance of the software defect
detection process.
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7.2.1 Contributions of Approach
Observing the contradictions and drawbacks in the previous studies, this study pro-
posed a novel approach to the software defect detection process: a self-evolving
software defect detection process that has the following advantages:
1. The software defect detection process is considered as a whole and its three
main activities (inspection, testing, and maintenance) are treated as being
complementary to each other, instead of only studying one of them in isolation
without regarding the existence of the other two or treating them as rivals by
comparing their effectiveness.
2. The economics of software defect detection is taken into account by using both
effectiveness and efficiency to evaluate the software defect detection process.
3. The defect detection process is conducted and controlled better by providing
entrance criteria and exit criteria checking and updating.
4. An evaluation mechanism is provided by analyzing the characteristics of the
defects detected during the process.
5. Continuous improvement and self-adjustment are facilitated by providing as-
sistance to find the weak points in the current process and taking the corre-
sponding actions.
7.2.2 Contributions of Software Architecture
This thesis presented a software architecture to implement a systematic approach
to the software defect detection process by defining the necessary components, their
functionalities, and the relationship between these components for the new approach.
The software architecture demonstrates the applicability of the self-evolving software
defect detection process approach by providing the following functionalities through
its components:
1. Support the defect detection process.
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2. Collect, classify, and analyze the defects.
3. Control the defect detection process.
4. Analyze and evaluate the defect detection process.
5. Continuously improve the defect detection process.
7.2.3 Contributions of Prototype and Case Study
A prototype was built and a case study was performed to evaluate the self-evolving
software defect detection process approach. The preliminary results are encouraging.
The prototype could be used as a starting point for implementing a self-evolving
software defect detection process management system. The case study illustrates,
step by step, the path that may be taken to identify the shortcoming in the software
defect detection process based on the facts being observed.
7.3 Directions for Future Research
There are several directions that can be investigated in future research:
1. More case studies should be conducted to further evaluate the self-evolving
software defect detection process approach.
2. An experience base should be built to assist decision-making. An experience
base provides information, such as which technique helps an inspector or tester
detect the most defects (i.e., maximum effectiveness) under specific conditions.
For the knowledge in the experience base to be accurate and easy to retrieve,
the knowledge could be stored in a highly-structured way, using the following
pattern:
Knowledge = <Solution, Issue, Context>
• Solution: The solution to solve the issue.
• Issue: The issue that can be solved by the solution.
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• Context: The environment in which the solution is valid for the issue.
3. Mathematic models and Analytical models can be established to analyze, eval-
uate, and improve the software defect detection process and the self-evolving
software defect detection process approach itself. These models will provide a
deeper insight into the strengths and weaknesses of the current practice.
This dissertation presented preliminary research on the software defect detection
process. The dissertation proposed a self-evolving software defect detection model,
described the software architecture of the model, built a prototype for the model,
and performed a case study for the model. Future research in this direction could
help conduct, control, evaluate, and improve the software defect detection process
so that it is more effective and more efficient.
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